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MY PROCESS EXPLAINED

The following is an outline of my process from initial inquiry to final delivery. If you have any
questions or if you would like further information, drop me a line here.

1. INITIAL INQURY

► I will begin by discussing the project requirements with you in as much detail as possible,
starting with the basics (project name, type, address) and ending with more aesthetic
questions that will help me understand the scope of your project.

► I will ask you to provide marked-up site/floor plans with specific areas/angles to be
photographed — along with renderings, preliminary scouting photos (if available), and any
additional instructions that will help me define the scope of your project.

2. COST ESTIMATING

► Based on this preliminary information, I will prepare a detailed cost-estimate including all
pre-production, production, post-production, and licensing fees (including any additional
licensee/cost-share fees if applicable).

► Once the estimate has been signed and approved, a 50% “advance” will be due in order to
secure shoot dates and cover production expenses. (Please note, the “advance payment”
must be received prior scouting and final photo shoot.)

3. PRE-PRODUCTION MEETING

► I like to kick things off with a conference call or in-person meeting with the design team.
During this meeting, we will review the marked-up floor plan — virtually walking through the
space with the design team as we identify important/key features to highlight in the final
photographs.

► Additionally, I like to dive into detail about the designers’ initial vision for the building/space
and explore some of the key design elements of your project. All of this information will help
me understand how to tell the story of your project through a series of photographs.

4. LOCATION SCOUTING

► After the conference call or in-person meeting, I will proceed with the location scout (this
typically takes place 1-10 days prior to the photo shoot). Your presence is very much
welcomed (if your schedule allows) but is not mandatory.

► The goal of this location scout is to get familiar with the building/space, explore various
composition/angle options, and identify any areas of concern that will need to be addressed
prior to the photo shoot.

► During the location scout, I will also begin filling out my Pre-Production Questionnaire. This
document covers everything from parking instructions to site readiness, important contacts,
lighting controls, etc.
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5. LIGHT STUDY

► In addition to the location scout, I will preform a “light study” for your project. Depending on
the scope and complexity of the project, this may take place on-location in conjunction with
the scout and/or remotely prior to the photo shoot.

► The purpose of this “light study” is to gather an understanding of how the sun interacts with
the building/space through light and shadow during the course of a day. This “light study” is
also an integral part in creating our shoot schedule.

6. PHOTOGRAPHY GUIDE

► After the location scout is complete, we will review all the information gathered during my
pre-production process to create your project’s “Photography Guide” — this document
includes everything from coordination details, production schedules, site-contacts, floor
plans, light studies, and the final shot-list.

► We will review the Photography Guide and final shot-list for your approval prior to the photo
shoot and discuss any further details if necessary.

7. PHOTO SHOOT

► It’s photo shoot day! Your presence is highly encouraged when possible. You can expect a
typical shoot-day to last 10-12 hours — sometimes longer depending on the schedule and
shot-list.

► I generally start with a quick walk-through with the client first thing in the morning. This
walk-through will help us identify any last minute areas of concern that will need to be
addressed.

► Once we complete our walk-through, we begin setting up for our first shot of the day. This
can include fine-tuning composition, adjusting furniture placement, styling, adjusting lighting,
etc.

► I tether my camera to a digital workstation and iPad — you will be able to see the images as
they are created in real time and sign off on the composition, styling, and lighting decisions
as they happen.

► I typically provide lunch and dinner for clients, crew, and others involved in the shoot. I also
recommenced bringing a few snacks of your choice to eat throughout the day.

8. DIGITAL POST-PRODUCTION

► After your shoot is complete, we begin an extensive digital post-production and retouching
process. This includes manual exposure blending, compositing, lighting adjustments, color
correction, perspective adjustments, removing distracting elements, etc.

► On average, post-production and retouching for a single image can take 2-3x longer than
time spent on-location to set-up/capture that image. I do all post-production in-house to
ensure each image meets my high standards for quality and color accuracy.
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8. DIGITAL POST-PRODUCTION (cont’d)

► After the initial round of processing and retouching (this generally takes 2-4 weeks after the
photo shoot), I will submit a preliminary set of images to you for review. At this time, you will
be able to request any revisions and/or additional retouching requests.

9. FINAL DELIVERY AND INVOICING

► Once I have completed any revisions/additional retouching requests and the final set of
images have been approved, I will upload your high-res final images to an online gallery for
download.

► Once the final images have been approved and delivered, I will send an invoice for the
remaining balance in accordance with the latest approved estimate.

► You are authorized to use the final images immediately upon download, while final payment
is pending, as per usage terms outlined in the approved estimate.

RECAP - YOUR INPUT

► Initial Inquiry - provide basic info and stylistic direction to define the scope of the project

► Cost Estimating - review estimate and approve

► Pre-Production Meeting - schedule 30 min meeting with design team

► Location Scout - owner/tenant coordination and your presence (optional)

► Light Study - owner/tenant coordination (if on-location light study is required)

► Photography Guide and Final Shot List - review and approve final shot list

► Photo Shoot - owner/tenant coordination and your presence (recommend)

► Digital Post-Production - review retouched images, request revisions, approve finals

► Final Delivery and Invoicing - submit invoice to Accounts Payable for payment

RECAP - MY RESPONSIBLITIES

► Initial Inquiry - collect sufficient information to generate an accurate estimate

► Cost Estimating - send detailed and accurate estimate based on information gathered

► Pre-Production Meeting - gain an understanding of key design elements and review floor
plan with design team

► Location Scout - gather technical/location data, capture scouting angels, note any concerns

► Light Study - Preform “light study” on-location and/or remotely
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RECAP - MY RESPONSIBLITIES (cont’d)

► Photography Guide and Final Shot List - prepare “Photography Guide” and final shot list
with images for client review.

► Photo Shoot -capture commissioned angels and any additional angels as time permits

► Digital Post-Production - complete retouching and any necessary revisions

► Final Delivery and Invoicing - upload completed images for download and send final invoice


